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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Flash memory cells have enjoyed recent commercial success due to their relatively low cost, the ease in erasing
information stored in a flash memory array and their applications to bank check cards, credit cards, and the like. There
is no current industry standard flash memory cell. Many types of flash memories exist which embody many different
architectures. The programming, reading and erasing of cells can be generally described under one of the following
architectures-NOR, AND, or NAND. Further, the programming mechanism of the flash memory cell typically involves
Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling through an energy barrier or electron injection over an energy barrier.
[0002] The array erase mechanism for Fowler-Nordheim cells can involve floating gate to channel, floating gate to
drain or floating gate to source as the charge clearing path from the floating gate. The floating gate to drain or source
path can prove deleterious to cell operation by destroying the tunnel oxide area located between the floating gate overlap
and the drain/source region. The tunnel oxide may also be destroyed through the Fowler-Nordheim programming mech-
anism or by electron injection (e.g., programming a logic one or logic zero on the floating gate) of conventional flash
cells. These programming mechanisms may include charge carrier paths between the floating gate and drain or alter-
natively between the floating gate and source. However, conventional cells in NOR or AND architectures do not include
a programming operation involving a path between the channel and floating gate. Such an operation would be desirable
from a standpoint of limiting tunnel oxide degradation due to the field re-distribution effect across the entire tunnel oxide
region. In my US Pat. No. 6,307,781 I disclose and claim a triple well structure for a floating gate transistor that permits
uniform channel programming. That structure reduces tunnel oxide damage by permitting a uniform voltage across the
channel during programming and erasing.
[0003] Flash memory cells are often fabricated on the same substrate with logic or linear transistors. In order to have
an efficient manufacturing process, the transistors for the control gate in the flash memory cells and the logic and linear
transistors often share the same polysilicon mask. They also share the same sidewall oxidation process and the same
reactive ion etch (RIE) of the gate. While the sharing of common steps is efficient, it also presents one or more technical
problems. As features sizes shrink, logic and/or linear transistors require ultra shallow source and drain junction formation
to avoid short channel effect (SCE). In order to achieve such ultra shallow source and drain junction formation the thermal
budget for manufacturing the device must be kept very low. In my copending US Patent Application Serial Number
10/234,344, filed September 4, 2002 published as US 2004/0041205 A1 I disclose a method for making flash memories
and logic and linear devices on the same substrate.
[0004] Despite the above developments, there still remain a number of problems for integrating non-volatile memory
technology with conventional CMOS logic and linear devices and processes. I have found that uniform channel pro-
gramming as employed in NAND or AND architectures extend the scaling limit of memory technology because no voltage
differential is applied between the drain and the source during programming or erasing. That is, the bias for the source,
the drain, and the well are the same, Vsource = Vdrain = Vwell. However, NAND devices suffer from slow reading times
due to their inherent serial access mode. In addition, AND devices require dedicated and separate source and drain bit
lines. As such, the conventional metal pitch of an AND memory device requires two metal lines with space in between
them in order to separate the source bit line from the drain bit line. Other problems with prior art combination devices is
that conventional uniform channel programming in such devices share a well for a common body contact. This common
body contact may cause gate induced drain leakage current during programming among the unselected cells. With prior
art flash memory devices, a single power supply was provides for VCC. All voltages used in the devices were generated
on-board and they require large charge pump areas to sustain the leakage due to the gate induced drain leakage. Also,
certain high voltage devices when formed on the same substrate, require or use conventional shallow trench isolation
and need large N+/N+ spacing. In other words, they need large peripheral areas.
[0005] No one prior art solution addresses all of these problems. It is known in certain uniform channel programming
architecture that one may provide N+ buried bit lines. It is also known that the spacing between surface bit lines can be
improved by arranging the lines in a jogged manner or by jogging the source and drain contacts. Still others have used
isolated P-wells and/or local P-well technology. However, no one of these prior techniques addresses all of the issues
raised above.
[0006] WO 02/15190 shows a memory device with a source line above silicided body ties and a memory device with
a buried source line below silicided body ties. US 5,994, 733 shows a diffused source line in the word line direction
without body ties. US 2003/0080366 A1 shows charge pump capacitors that are arranged on shallow trench isolation
or on a diffused well. WO 99/44238 discloses a memory device with shallow trenches (250 nm) in the memory region
and in the peripheral region. US 2002/0070402 A1 shows charge pump capacitors with bottom electrodes arranged
between shallow trench isolation.
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SUMMARY

[0007] The invention provides a flash memory array and a method of making the flash memory array in a semiconductor
substrate. The array includes a plurality of floating gate transistors arranged in rows and columns. The sources and
drains of the transistors are arranged serially in columns and are aligned with each other in each column. Each source
is separated from each drain by a floating gate. The transistors are arranged so that serially adjacent transistors share
a common source or common drain. The sources are connected together in the substrate to form a buried bit line. A P+
body tie is implanted in a number of the sources to eliminate the need for a common well to provide the body contact.
The drains are connected together over the substrate by raised bit lines. They are formed from a layer of conductive
material, such as metal, that is patterned into lines that extend the length of the columns. The raised bit lines are vertically
aligned with the buried bit lines so that the overall dimensions of the array are small. By aligning the bit lines in each
column with each other, the active areas on the surface of the array are efficiently used to maximize the density of the
array and to minimize the areas devoted to contact regions. The transistors of the array are formed in a triple well that
includes P-type substrate, a deep N-well and a shallow P-well enclosed in the deep N-well. Adjacent columns are isolated
by deep trenches that extend below the shallow P-well and into the deep N-well.

DRAWINGS

[0008]

Fig. 1 is plan view of a substrate with columns for the sources and drains.
Fig. 2 is a plan view of the substrate where word lines with floating gates are formed in rows across the columns.
Fig. 3 is a further view of Fig. 2 where the sources and the body ties are formed in the columns of the array.
Fig. 4 is a further view where drains are formed.
Fig. 5 is a cross suction view taken along the line 5-5’ of Fig. 4 and shows the structure of two serially connected
floating gate transistors.
Fig. 6 is a partial electrical schematic of the array.
Fig. 7 is a cross sectional view taken along the line 7-7’ and through source regions in a adjacent columns.
Fig. 8 is a cross sectional view taken along the line of 8-8’ and through drain regions in adjacent columns.
Figs. 9 -11 show steps for making the deep trenches.
Figs. 12-19 show stops for making a system on chip devices with memory, logic and linear transistors.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] Turning to Fig. 1, there is shown a P-type substrate 40. A deep N-well 41 is formed in the substrate 40 and a
number of high voltage (HV) P-wells 42 are formed in the deep N-well. The surface of the substrate 40 is masked with
a screen oxide 45 or other suitable mask to form openings 11.1, 11.2, ... 11.n for the columns of the array. The active
areas in a column are isolated from adjacent active areas by deep trenches 46.1, 46.2, 46.3, ... 46.n that extend below
the deep N-well 41. In order to explain the rest of the structure, the deep trenches are omitted from Figs. 2 and 3.
Progressing to Fig. 2, the substrate 40 is further processed to form a plurality of word lines 15.1, 15.2, ... 15.n that extend
as rows that cross the columns 11.n. For each transistor a floating gate structure is formed over the crossing of the word
line and the column.
[0010] Common sources such as 22, 27 and 32, 37 are formed between the word lines. A P+ body implant 24, 34 is
made into the source region. The source diffusion forms, in effect, a common, buried source bit line 14. A raised common
drain bit line 13 will be formed later in the process over the buried source bit line so that the source and drain bit lines
will be substantially vertically aligned with each other.
[0011] The drain regions, such as 23, 28 and 33, 38 are shown in Fig. 4. The raised drain bit lines 13 are formed from
metal 1 that passes through vias to contact the drains. As shown in Figs. 3, 4 the raised bit line 13 is connect to the
drains and the buried bit line 14 is connected to the sources. They occupy about the same planar location but are
separated vertically from each other. For purposes of illustration, the buried bit line 14 is shown in dashed outline in both
figures and is wider than the raised bit line 13. In practice, the lines may be the same or different widths. Each combined
drain region has a contact 50n that extends to the surface of the device. The contacts 50n are isolated from each other
and from the floating gate stack 60.n, 61.n, 62.n, 63.n. The contacts 50n extend vertically through the isolation layer 54
to contact the drain regions 23, 28, 33, 38 on the surface of the substrate 40, as shown in Figs. 4, 8. The contacts are
formed by opening vias in the insulation layer, depositing a layer of metal 500 over the insulation layer 54 and in its vias,
and then patterning the metal layer 500 into a set of metal lines 500.1, 500.2, ... 5000.n that form the raised bit lines of
the array, one metal line per bit line.
[0012] Both of these wells (HV P-wells and deep N-wells) are to be shared in the memory region as well as in the HV
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peripheral regions to reduce mask costs. The wells are formed with a high energy implant process that is known as the
"retrograde well process" in the semiconductor industry. The implant has a depth profile that is typically greater than
0.7Pm for P and greater than 1.5Pm for N. That profile is necessary in order for the memory to generate sufficient high
voltage, typically greater than 12V, to avoid junction punch-through for write and erase operations.
[0013] Fig. 5 shows a typical floating gate structure that includes an insulating tunnel oxide layer 63 (typically thin
SiO2 or oxynitride) on the surface of the substrate 40, a first conductive, charge storage layer on the insulating layer
that forms the floating gate 62, an insulating; layer 61 (typically an ONO layer) on the lower conductive layer, and a
second conductive layer on the charge storage layer that forms the control gate 60. In response to a set of voltages
applied to the control electrodes and to the wells, charge may be stored, or erased from the floating gate transistor or
the charging state will be sensed in the read mode. The function and operation of triple well floating gate transistors arc
known. Details of their structure, manufacture and operation are provided in one or more of my other patents or pending
applications. My patent and pending applications includes U.S. Pat. No. 6,307,781, and U.S. Serial Nos. 10/234,344
filed September 4, 2002 published as US 2004/0041205 A1 and 10/057,039, filed January 25, 2002 published as US
2003/0142541 A1.
[0014] Portions of the active areas between deep trenches are masked and self-aligned openings to spacers 91, 92
in order to form body tie regions. Source regions 22, 27, 32, 37 and others are formed by implanting the substrate with
suitable N-type dopants and diffusing the dopants into the P-wells 42. The deep trenches prevent the sources from
laterally spreading into adjacent columns. The sources are further masked and self-aligned to spacers 91, 92. A P-type
implant is made into the opening between spacers 91, 92 to form P+ body ties 24, 34 in the source regions. Thus each
source is diffused via n-/P+ body tie to provide a continuous, buried bit line 14 in the common P-well 42. This buried bit
line resistance is further reduced by subsequent silicide process prior to contact formation. Such silicidation must take
place in the P+ 24 overlap the n- region, extend to both ends of n- region 22 and 27 but avoid extend to under the gate
edge. Not every combined source region has a contact by a metal strap. It is sufficient to form contact with an upper
level metal strap every thirty-two or sixty-four word lines 15 to reduce well resistance while maintain single metal line
per bitline simplicity. The added upper level of metal is simple to add and does not adversely effect the footprint of the
embedded memory array because its core processor already uses many level of metals.
[0015] The transistors in a typical cell of the array are shown in Fig. 5. The substrate 40 has a deep N-well 41 and a
shallow P-well 42. The transistors are in the P-well 42. From left to right, there is a drain region 23, a first floating gate
stack (60.1, 61.1, 62.1), first and second sources 22, 27 with a P+ body tic 24 , a second floating gate stack (60.2, 61.2,
62.2) , and a second drain 28. Drain contacts 50, 52 extend above the substrate 40 to contact a raised metal bit line
500. Source regions 22, 27 form buried bit lines 14 that are vertically aligned with the raised metal bit lines. A higher
(upper level) metal line runs in parallel with and above drain bit line 500 and contacts the source buried bit lines 14. The
sources, drains and control gates are silicided. Sidewall oxide and spacers isolate the gates from the drains and sources.
As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the deep trenches 46.1 and 46.2 separate adjacent columns and buried bit lines 14 from
each other.
[0016] As a result of the above structure and the process for forming the structure, the invention achieves cell scaling
and provides a uniform channel programming architecture that has buried bit lines with source and P-well ties to replace
a conventional metal bit line. Likewise the source and the P-well are held at the same potential during programming,
erase and read operations. No surface source contact is needed due to the source and P-well and body tie. In the
process, the trenches are etched to a depth of between 1 and 3 microns deep. This deep trench process may be used
in conjunction with shallow trench isolation processes that are typically found in logic and linear designs. These and
other objects in the invention are achieved by using P+ implants and silicide over the sources and after a spacer is
provided in order to provide P+ body ties to the N- body sources.
[0017] The deep trench isolation not only reduces the area of the substrate required to isolate one column from the
next. The deep trench isolation also isolates the memory arrays from the high voltage devices including the row and
column decoders, transfer gates, etc, and further reduces the isolation area between the high voltage devices to less
than one micron compared to the shallow trench isolation of several microns for isolating high voltage devices from
memory arrays.
[0018] The triple well provides a separate biasing well for programming. The separate biasing well reduces the gate
induced drain leakage. As such, a smaller charge pump may be used and the memory device may be operated at lower
power. The deep trench isolation creates decoupling capacitors when the trenches fill with doped material and properly
insulating from the top surface, whose capacitance values are few order of magnitude higher than conventional well
capacitors and consume much less area; suitable for charge pump design and provides a significant area reduction. In
the past, when memory devices have been incorporated with high voltage devices, it was conventional to use shallow
trench isolation for the memory transistors and the high voltage transistors with large isolation space (e.g. N+/N+, N+/P+,
P+/P+). However, high voltage transistors require more spacing than do memory transistors. By using shallow trench
isolation for high voltage devices and deep trench isolation for memory devices, the overall device size is reduced,
mostly due to isolation space reduction which was enable by the deep trench technology.
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[0019] Turning to Fig. 9-10, there are shown the steps involved in fabricating the deep trench 46. The deep trench is
formed at the beginning of the process generally before the shallow trench isolation that is used to separate the high
voltage and CMOS devices. This provides a modular approach for System-on-Chip (SoC) and avoids any unwarranted
effects introduced by the addition of deep trench process on the base logic process. The following flow is just one
embodiment for making devices with the invention. Those skilled in the art will understand that other process steps may
be used to achieve equivalent process flow and equivalent devices. As such, the following example is for illustration
purpose. The details such as film thickness, deposit temperature, additional films or integration can be varied.
[0020] In order to form the deep trench, a pad oxide layer 70 is deposited on the substrate 40. The pad oxide is
approximately 53 angstroms thick. Next a pad nitride layer 71 with a thickness of 1800 angstroms is deposited over the
pad oxide layer. A layer of BSG 72 is deposited on the pad nitrite layer 71. BSG 72 is patterned by a photoresist mask
73. The mask provides openings 46 that will ultimately become the deep trenches shown in Fig. 9. First the BSG 72 is
removed from the trench followed by resist strip and clean that leaves BSG on active region as a hardmask to protect
the substrate from the subsequent deep trench etch. Next is the main Si etch by removal of the nitrite and pad oxide
layers and then a portion of the substrate material 40 to provide the deep trench structure shown in Fig. 10. Part of the
BSG 72 on active region was removed during the deep trench ctch. The remaining BSG over the active region are
subsequently removed. Then the trench is filed with a series of four layers. One of the features of this invention is that
the trench is formed with a compound dielectric layer on its side walls and bottom. Initially, a layer of Si3N4 75 is deposited
using low pressure chemical vapor deposition to form a 4.3 nanometer coating on the walls and floor of the trench.
Thereafter, the trench is exposed to dry oxygen and 900 degrees centigrade in order to oxidize portions of the silicon
nitrite layer and thereby form a composite dielectric of approximately 5.0 nanometers thickness. The dielectric is further
exposed to the rapid thermal nitridation process to convert the top layer into oxynitride (76). Next, using a low pressure
chemical vapor deposition process undoped amorphous polysilicon 77 is deposited in the trench. The polysilicon is
chemically and mechanically polished to provide a recess of approximately 0.5 microns. The remainder of the trench is
filled with a chemical vapor deposition layer of TEOS that is approximately 5000 angstroms thick. The TEOS 78 is then
chemically and mechanically polished. Thereafter; the high voltage, CMOS and memory devices may be formed in
accordance with the process steps known in the art or set forth in my co-pending U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
10/234,334 filed September 4,2002 published as US 2004/0041205 A1. The process disclosed in that co-pending ap-
plication is carried through until just prior to forming the N+ source and drains and P+ source and drains of the CMOS
and memory devices. At that point, the process described at the beginning of this specification is inserted in order to
form the buried source bit line of the invention. During formation of the buried source bit line of the invention, the rest of
the device is masked so that only the sources of the memory array arc formed. Likewise, after completion of formation
of the memory array, the memory array is then masked and the CMOS devices are opened in order to form the N+ and
P+ sources and drains.
[0021] The process described above may be modified still used deep trench isolation formation and add decoupling
capacitor. This may be achieved by replacing the undoped polysilicon 77 with a doped polysilicon in a well known in-
situ doped process; e.g. doping is through gas flow during the deposition for better uniformity. Suitable gases such as
phosphine (PH3) and B2H6 for N-doped and P-doped polysilicon, respectively, are flowed over the deep Nwells for
positive polarity, or over the Pwcll or substrate for negative polarity. For the memory array portion, we follow above flow
with the polysilicon chemically and mechanically polished to provide a recess of approximately 0.5 microns. The remainder
of the trench is filled with a chemical vapor deposition layer of TEOS that is approximately 5000 angstroms thick. For
the decoupling capacitor portion, none or a small recess is provided in the end and the process adds contacts for the
top electrode connection.
[0022] Turning to Figure 12, the P-type substrate 40 is suitably patterned to form shallow trench isolation regions 120.
The trench isolation regions 120 each pair of CMOS transistors and any linear or high voltage devices formed on the
substrate. The deep trenches 46 separate the memory columns from each other and from the other devices. Those
skilled in the art understand that the invention may be made on an N-type substrate where the dopings are suitable
reversed. As shown in Figure 13, the substrate is then covered with a floating gate oxide 121 followed by a layer 122 of
polysilicon. Prior to deposition of the layers, a suitable portion of the substrate, such as portion A, is separately patterned
and implanted to have a triple-well comprising N-well 41 that encloses P-well 42. A logic CMOS pair of transistors are
in region B. Those B regions may include transistors other than CMOS logic pairs. Those skilled in the art understand
that transistor of one conductivity type may be formed in the B regions and types of transistors may be logic or linear,
including and not limited to power transistors such as LDMOS transistors.
[0023] The oxide and polysilicon layers are then patterned with photoresist 123 to form a floating gate slot (parallel to
bitline). Turning to Fig. 14, a layer 124 of ONO interpoly dielectric is deposited over the substrate. The layer 124 comprises
sequentially a thermally grown bottom oxide, a deposited layer of low temperature deposited polysilicon that is reoxidized
to form top oxide at later time. The layer 124 is suitably patterned by photoresist 123 to form two of the three layers of
the ONO interpoly dielectric in the EEPROM stack as shown in Fig. 15. At this point, the layer 124 and polysilicon layer
111 are stripped from the peripheral regions B and they are suitably patterned and implanted to form P-wells 142 and
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N-wells 141.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 16, the substrate 40 is covered with a layer 125 of oxide followed by a second layer ofpolysilicon
126. The layer 125 forms the gate oxide layer for the logic and linear devices and forms the upper oxide layer of the
ONO dielectric layer 124. The polysilicon layer 126 is patterned and etched to form the control gates of the EEPROM
transistors and the logic and linear transistors.
[0025] The description below creates a dual sidewall oxide that optimizes a memory cell’s reliability and maintains a
shallow logic device S/D junction, similar to my copending US Patent Application Serial Number 10/234,344, filed Sep-
tember 4, 2002 published as US 2004/0041205 A1. A first TEOS layer 130 is deposited over the second polysilicon
layer 126. The first TEOS layer 130 is then suitably patterned with photoresist 123 to open the source and drain regions
of the EEPROM. Source and drain regions are suitably implanted to form the source and drains of the EEPROM. (See
Fig. 17) After that, the first TEOS layer 130 is removed by a high selective reactive ion etching, stopping on polysilicon
layer 126. Then the sidewalls of the gate stack of the EEPROM are oxidized to provide a sidewall oxide suitable for flash
stack transistors. Oxidation takes place at about 850-950° centigrade in a furnace for approximately 30 minutes in order
to grow a sidewall that is about 15 nanometers thick on the polysilicon regions of the gate stack. (See Fig. 18) Thereafter,
a second TEOS layer 132 is deposited over the substrate 40. TEOS layer 132 is suitably patterned with a photoresist
layer 123 to form the gates and to open the source and drains of the logic and linear transistors. (See Fig. 19)
[0026] The sources and drains of the logic and/or linear transistors are implanted, the second TEOS layer 132 is
removed by reactive ion etching and the gates of the peripheral transistors receive a thinner sidewall oxide. That sidewall
oxide is approximately 6 nanometers and is generated by a relatively short rapid thermal annealing step. The rapid
thermal annealing is carried out at about 700-900°C for about 10-20 second. It activates the doping in the logic and/or
linear transistors but does not drive them very far into the substrate. This results in a logic and/or linear region with
relatively closely spaced transistors.
[0027] Then the substrate is masked to expose only selected source regions in the memory array. Those regions are
exposed and implanted with a P-type implant to form the P+ body ties, to the source N- junctions of the memory. Additional
metal straps from upper levels of metal (e.g. M3) will bring the source rail resistance down. Not every source regions
requires a metal strap and every thirty-second or sixty-fourth source region is sufficient. No bitline pitch increase due to
the addition of metal strap M3 since both M1 bitline and M3 source line run on top of each other. Those skilled in the art
can realize the benefit and achieve a 50% cell area reduction or ~30% chip reduction.
[0028] As a result of the process described above a manufacturer may produce a single integrated circuit with logic
and/or linear and memory devices having different sidewall insulating thicknesses. In the logic and/or linear region the
sidewalls can be optimized to be as thin as needed to provide more transistor in the region allowed for logic and/or linear
devices. In the memory region the memory devices are optimized to have a thick enough sidewall oxide to prevent the
charge stored in the interpoly dielectric layer from having an unwanted effect on the operation of the memory transistors.
[0029] The triple well allows the user to control the voltage on the deep buried N-well 41 and the shallow P-well 42 in
order to program, erase and read the array. A typical set of operating parameters to program, erase and read appears
in the following table where the voltages applied to the selected and unselected components are identified.

TABLE 1

Read (volts) Program (volts) Erase (volts)

Selected Cells

Gate VPP = 2.5 +14 volts -14

Drain) VDD = 1.2 -3 +3

Source/P-Well 0 -3 +3

Deep N-Well 0 0 +3

Unselected Cells

Gate 0 0/-3 0/+3
Drain disturb DR turn-on

Drain 0 +3 +3
Grate disturb R. disturb

Source/P-well 0 +3 +3

Deep N-well 0 +3 +3
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[0030] In operation, when the user desires to read the contents of a given transistor cell, the word line associated with
the transistor is raised to approximately 2.5 volts. Likewise, the bit line connected to the drain is coupled to a voltage of
approximately 1.25 volts. The output of the cell then appears on the other or source bit line. The deep N well is held at
zero volts. The voltages for all of the other electrodes of the rest of the array are set to zero volts.
[0031] In order to program a transistor, the word line of the gate with the selected transistor are raised to +14 volts.
The drain bit line is lowered to -3 volts as is the buried source bit line to provide a uniform voltage across the channel.
The deep N well 41 is set to zero volts. The gates of the unselected transistors are either set to zero or -3 volts and the
other electrodes are set to +3 volts. In order to erase a program transistor, the drain and the source bit lines are set to
+3 volts and the gate is set to -14 volts. The gates of the unselected transistors are set to between zero and +3 volts
and all of the other electrodes are set to +3 volts.
[0032] The configuration of the array is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The drain and source regions arc aligned with
each other in a given column and the columns 11.n are parallel to each other. The word lines 15.n run transverse to the
columns 11.n. The drains are connected together by a first, raised bit line 13. The sources are connected together by
a buried bit line 14. With this arrangement, there source and drain regions arc aligned with each other and require
minimal active areas. Likewise, there is only one metal line. This reduces the complexity of interconnnecting the transistors
and save valuable space in the active areas of the device. With the invention only one set of vias and vertical contacts
are needed for the single metal line.

Claims

1. A semiconductor device with an array of flash memory cells comprising:

a semiconductor substrate;
a repeated cell arranged in columns and rows and comprising transistors with floating gates;
in each cell a common source (22,27) for adjacent transistors;
first and second floating gates (62) on opposite sides of the common source;
first and second drains (23, 28), respectively, on the other side of the first and second floating gates;
wherein the common sources are connected together in a buried bit line (14) in the substrate and the drains
are aligned with each other and connected to a metal contact layer disposed over the substrate and aligned
with the drains and source,

wherein each common source has a body tie (24,34) of opposite polarity to the source polarity and of a silicide
overlapping a region of the opposite polarity, characterised in that
the silicided regions of the body ties are self-aligned to spacers (91, 92) on the gates of the transistors.

2. The device of claim 1 further comprising a deep trench (46) disposed between adjacent columns for isolating the
transistors in each column from the transistors in the adjacent columns.

3. The device of claim 2 having a substrate of a first polarity, a deep well of a second and opposite polarity, wherein
the deep trench extends to or beyond the depth of the deep well of the second polarity.

4. A process for fabricating a system on chip device in a semiconductor substrate, the device having low power logic
devices, higher power driver devices and a flash memory array comprising a plurality of floating gate transistors,
said floating gate transistors arranged with their sources and drains aligned in columns;
forming a plurality of word lines extending transverse to the columns to form a plurality of rows, with each word line
connected to the floating gates of the transistors beneath the word line;
forming columns comprising a plurality of first and second floating gate transistors wherein each first and second
floating gate transistor has a drain (23, 28), a source (22, 27) and floating gate (62) between its drain and source;
in each column forming common source regions disposed between opposite sides of the first and second floating
gates to provide the sources for two adjacent transistors;
in each column forming first and second drain regions disposed respectively on the other sides of the first and
second floating gates;
in each column forming drain contacts aligned with the sources for contacting the first and second drains of the first
and second floating gate transistors in each column;
in each column forming a first bit lines (14) buried beneath the surface of the substrate for connecting together the
common sources of the floating gate transistors;
in each column forming a second raised bit line (13) disposed over the substrate and over the buried bit line and
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having contacts extending to the surface to contact the drains on floating gate transistors in the column; and
forming a deep trench (46) disposed between adjacent columns for isolating the transistors in each column from
the transistors in the adjacent columns,
implanting body tie dopants self aligned to spacers (91, 92) into the source regions to form body ties (24, 34) and
siliciding the body ties with overlap to the body tie dopants and extending to both ends of the source regions but
avoiding extend to under the gate edge.

5. The process of claim 4 wherein the body tie implants have a polarity opposite to the polarity of the source regions.

6. The process of claim 4 comprising:

forming first wells of a polarity opposite the polarity of the sources and drains;
forming seconds wells surrounding the first wells and of a polarity the same as the sources and drains;
forming third wells of a polarity the same as the first well;
forming the deep trenches deep enough to penetrate the second wells.

7. The process of claim 4 wherein the third wells comprises the substrate.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Halbleitervorrichtung mit einem Feld aus Flashspeicherzellen umfassend:

ein Halbleitersubstrat;
eine wiederholte Zelle angeordnet in Spalten und Zeilen und
umfassend Transistoren mit Floatinggates;
in jeder Zelle eine gemeinsame Source (22, 27) für angrenzende Transistoren;
erste und zweite Floatinggates (62) an gegenüberliegenden Seiten der gemeinsamen Source;
erste und zweite Drains (23, 28), respektive, an der anderen Seite der ersten und zweiten Floatinggates;
worin die gemeinsamen Sourcen zusammen verbunden sind in einer vergrabenen Bitleitung (14) in dem Substrat
und die Drains sind ausgerichtet miteinander und verbunden mit einer Metallkontaktschicht angeordnet über
dem Substrat und ausgerichtet mit den Drains und Source,
worin jede gemeinsame Source eine Bodyanbindung (24, 34) entgegengesetzter Polarität zu der Sourcepolarität
und ein Silizid überlappend einen Bereich der entgegengesetzten Polarität hat,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die silizidierten Bereich der Bodyanbindungen selbstausgerichtet zu Spacern
(91, 92) an den Gates der Transistoren sind.

2. Die Vorrichtung des Anspruchs 1 weiter umfassend einen tiefen Graben (46) angeordnet zwischen angrenzenden
Spalten zum Isolieren der Transistoren in jeder Spalte von den Transistoren in den angrenzenden Spalten.

3. Die Vorrichtung des Anspruchs 2 mit einem Substrat einer ersten Polarität, einer tiefen Wanne einer zweiten und
entgegengesetzten Polarität, worin der tiefe Graben sich bis zu oder über die Tiefe der tiefen Wanne der zweiten
Polarität erstreckt.

4. Ein Prozess zum Herstellen einer System-on-Chip-Vorrichtung in einem Halbleitersubstrat, die Vorrichtung mit
leistungsarmen Logikvorrichtungen, leistungsstärkeren Treibervorrichtungen und einem Flashspeicherfeld enthal-
tend eine Vielzahl von Floatinggatetransistoren, die Floatinggatetransistoren angeordnet mit ihren Sourcen und
Drains ausgerichtet in Spalten;
Ausbilden einer Vielzahl von Wortleitungen sich erstreckend quer zu den Spalten, um eine Vielzahl von Zeilen
auszubilden, mit jeder Wortleitung verbunden mit den Floatinggates der Transistoren unter der Wortleitung;
Ausbilden von Spalten enthaltend eine Vielzahl von ersten und zweiten Floatinggatetransistoren, worin jeder erste
und zweite Floatinggatetransistor ein Drain (23, 28), eine Source (22, 27) und ein Floatinggate (62) zwischen seinem
Drain und Source hat;
in jeder Spalte Ausbilden gemeinsamer Sourcebereiche angeordnet zwischen entgegengesetzten Seiten der ersten
und zweiten Floatinggates, um die Sourcen für zwei angrenzende Transistoren vorzusehen;
in jeder Spalte Ausbilden erster und zweiter Drainbereiche angeordnet respektive an den anderen Seiten der ersten
und zweiten Floatinggates;
in jeder Spalte Ausbilden von Drainkontakten ausgerichtet mit den Sourcen zum Kontaktieren der ersten und zweiten
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Drains der ersten und zweiten Floatinggatetransistoren in jeder Spalte;
in jeder Spalte Ausbilden einer ersten Bitleitung (14) vergraben unter der Oberfläche des Substrats zum Zusam-
menverbinden der gemeinsamen Sourcen der Floatinggatetransistoren;
in jeder Spalte Ausbilden einer zweiten, erhöhten Bitleitung (13) angeordnet über dem Substrat und über der ver-
grabenen Bitleitung und mit Kontakten sich erstreckend zu der Oberfläche, um die Drains an Floatinggatetransistoren
in der Spalte zu kontaktieren; und
Ausbilden eines tiefen Grabens (46) angeordnet zwischen angrenzenden Spalten zum Isolieren der Transistoren
in jeder Spalte von den Transistoren in den angrenzenden Spalten, Implantieren von Bodyanbindungsdotierstoffen
selbstausgerichtet zu Abstandselementen (91, 92) in die Sourcebereiche hinein, um Bodyanbindungen (24, 34)
auszubilden, und Silizidieren der Bodyanbindungen mit Überlapp zu den Bodyanbindungsdotierstoffen und sich
erstreckend zu beiden Enden der Sourcebereich aber vermeidend erstecken unter die Gatekante.

5. Der Prozess des Anspruchs 4, worin die Bodyanbindungsimplantate eine entgegengesetzte Polarität zu der Polarität
der Sourcebereiche haben.

6. Der Prozess des Anspruchs 4, umfassend:

Ausbilden erster Wannen einer Polarität entgegengesetzt der Polarität der Sourcen und Drains;
Ausbilden zweiter Wannen umgebend die ersten Wannen und aus der gleichen Polarität wie die Sourcen und
Drains;
Ausbilden dritter Wannen aus der gleichen Polarität wie die erste Wanne;
Ausbilden der tiefen Gräben tief genug, um die zweiten Wannen zu durchdringen.

7. Der Prozess des Anspruchs 4, worin die dritten Wannen das Substrat umfassen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif à semiconducteur ayant une matrice de cellules de mémoire flash comprenant :

un substrat semiconducteur ;
une cellule de répétition, disposée en colonnes et en rangées et comprenant des transistors à grille flottante ;
dans chaque cellule, une source (22, 27) commune à des transistors voisins ;
des première et deuxième grilles (62) flottantes sur des côtés opposés de la source commune ;
des premier et deuxième drains (23, 28) respectivement de l’autre côté des première et deuxième grilles
flottantes ;
dans lequel les sources communes sont reliées ensemble suivant une ligne (14) de bit enterrée dans le substrat
et les drains sont alignés l’un avec l’autre et reliés à une couche métallique de contact disposée sur le substrat
et alignée avec les drains et la source,
dans lequel chaque source commune a une liaison (24, 34) de corps de polarité opposée à la polarité de la
source et en un siliciure chevauchant une région de la polarité (1) opposée,
les régions siliciées des liaisons de corps étant autoalignées avec des espaceurs (91, 92) sur les grilles des
transistors.

2. Dispositif suivant la revendication 1 comprenant en outre un sillon (46) profond disposé entre des colonnes voisines
pour isoler les transistors de chaque colonne des transistors des colonnes voisines.

3. Dispositif suivant la revendication 2, ayant un substrat d’une première polarité, un puit profond d’une polarité seconde
et opposé, le sillon profond s’étendant jusqu’à la profondeur ou au-delà de la profondeur du puit profond de la
polarité seconde.

4. Procédé de fabrication d’un système sur un dispositif à puce dans un substrat semiconducteur, le dispositif ayant
des dispositifs logiques de puissance petite, des dispositifs d’attaque de puissance plus grande et une matrice de
mémoire flash comprenant une pluralité de transistors à grille flottante et les transistors à grille flottante étant disposés
avec leur source et leur drain alignés en colonne ;
on forme une pluralité de lignes de mot s’étendant transversalement aux colonnes pour former une pluralité de
rangées, chaque ligne de mot étant reliée aux grilles flottantes des transistors en dessous de la ligne de mot ;
on forme des colonnes comprenant une pluralité de premier et deuxième transistors à grille flottante, chaque premier
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et deuxième transistors à grille flottante ayant un drain (23, 28), une source (22, 27) et une grille (62) flottante entre
son drain et sa source ;
dans chaque colonne on forme des régions de source commune disposées entre des côtés opposés de la première
et de la deuxième grilles flottantes pour fournir les sources pour deux transistors voisins ;
dans chaque colonne on forme des première et deuxième régions de drain disposées respectivement sur les autres
côtés des première et deuxième grilles flottantes ;
dans chaque colonne on forme des contacts de drain alignés avec les sources pour contacter les premier et deuxième
drains des premier et deuxième transistors à grille flottante ;
dans chaque colonne on forme une première ligne (14) de bits enterrée en dessous de la surface du substrat pour
relier ensemble les sources communes des transistors à grille flottante ;
dans chaque colonne on forme une deuxième ligne (13) de bit surélevé, disposée au-dessus du substrat et au-
dessus de la ligne de bit enterrés et ayant des contacts s’étendant jusqu’à la surface pour contacter les drains sur
les transistors à grille flottante de la colonne ;
on forme un sillon (46) profond disposé entre les colonnes voisines pour isoler les transistors de chaque colonne
des transistors des colonnes voisines ;
on implante des agents de dopage formant liaison de corps à autoalignement avec des espaceurs (91, 92) dans
les régions de source pour former des liaisons (24, 34) de corps et on siliciure les liaisons de corps avec chevau-
chement aux agents de dopage formant liaison de corps et en allant aux deux extrémités des régions de source,
mais en évitant d’aller en dessous du bord de grille.

5. Procédé suivant la revendication 4, dans lequel les implants de liaison du corps ont une polarité opposée à la polarité
des régions de source.

6. Procédé suivant la revendication 4, comprenant :

on forme des premiers puits d’une polarité opposée à la polarité des sources et des drains ;
on forme des deuxièmes puits entourant les premiers puits et de même polarité que celle des sources et des
drains ;
on forme des troisièmes puits de même polarité que le premier puit ;
on forme les sillons profonds en leur donnant une profondeur suffisante pour pénétrer dans les deuxièmes puits.

7. Procédé suivant la revendication 4, dans lequel les troisièmes puits comprennent le substrat.
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